Non Finite Verbs Worksheet

Look at the verbs in bold print. Write finite or non-finite in the boxes.

1. He dented _______ the money.
   a. steal  b. stealing  c. stolen  d. to steal

2. “Have you finished _______ that book?”
   “No. I haven’t and I don’t feel like _______ tonight either.
   a. to read, read  b. to read, reading
   c. reading, to read  d. reading, reading

3. I was vaguely aware of _______ a noise during the night but I was too sleepy _______ anything about it.
   a. hearing, to do  b. heard, have done
   c. hearing, doing  d. to hear, done

4. Asian travelers _______ Amsterdam should keep in mind the old saying. “Never take food from a stranger.” Two men were arrested and charged with _______ cookies _______ tourists and then steal their wallets.
   a. visited, using, to drug  b. visiting, using, to drug
   c. are visiting, used, to drug  d. visiting, used, to drug